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Katydid tympana acoustic impedance

Katydids (bush-crickets) are endowed with tympanal ears located in their forelegs’1

tibiae. The tympana are backed by an air-filled tube, the acoustic trachea, which2

transfers the sound stimulus from a spiracular opening on the thorax to the inter-3

nal side of the tympanic membranes (TM). In katydids the sound stimulus reaches4

both the external and internal side of the membranes, and the tympanal vibrations5

are then transferred to the hearing organ crista acoustica (CA) that contains the6

fluid-immersed mechanoreceptors. Hence the tympana are principally involved in7

transmitting and converting airborne sound into fluid vibrations that stimulate the8

auditory sensilla. Consequently, what is the transmission power to the CA? Are the9

TM tuned to a certain frequency? To investigate this, the surface normal acous-10

tic impedance of the TM is calculated using finite-element analysis in the katydid11

Copiphora gorgonensis. From this, the reflectance and transmittance is obtained12

at the TM. Based on the results obtained in the frequency range 5-40 kHz, it is13

concluded that the tympana have considerably higher transmission around 23 kHz,14

corresponding to the dominant frequency of the male pure-tone calling song in this15

species.16

Keywords: Tympanic membrane; acoustic impedance; katydid hearing; finite17

element analysis18
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I. INTRODUCTION19

For species endowed with tympanal ears, the tympanic membrane (TM), also known as20

the eardrum, is placed at the end of the outer ear (ear-canal) and plays a significant role in21

transmitting sound waves via tympanal vibrations to the rest of the ear. The intensity of22

this vibrational transmission to the middle ear depends on the acoustic impedance of the23

TM. Since any investigation into the middle ear requires information related to the sound24

vibrations entering this chamber1, quantifying the acoustic impedance of the TM becomes25

important for the characterization of the acoustic qualities of the ear beyond the outer ear.26

The transmission power to the middle ear largely depends on the impedance match27

between the frequency-dependent acoustics impedance of the TM and the frequency-28

independent characteristic impedance of the ear-canal, which can be calculated if the29

acoustic impedance of the TM is known. However, there are no commercial systems avail-30

able which allow for the direct measurement of the TM impedance in vivo, leading to the31

requirement of computational methods for obtaining this important quantity2. The aim32

of this study is to introduce an efficient computational method for obtaining the acoustic33

impedance of the katydid (bush-cricket) TM, which have been shown to have an analogous34

hearing system to the mammalian ear3.35

The acoustic impedance is defined as the measure of the amount of opposition an acoustic36

pressure system comes across at a surface4, and is calculated through the Fourier transformed37

signal as the complex ratio between pressure and velocity4 evaluated at a given point in space38

and angular frequency. For the normal acoustic impedance of a surface, we would consider39
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the ratio of the average pressure over the surface and the average velocity normal to the40

surface.41

The acoustic impedance of the TM and ear-canal are also instrumental in calculating42

the reflectance R and transmittance T , which are the fractions of the incident sound power43

that are reflected at the TM and transmitted through, respectively5, giving quantitative44

information about the transmission percentage to the middle/inner ear.45

The role of the TM in transmitting sound vibrations from the outer ear to the middle ear46

has been a topic of interest in auditory research for some time for mammalian ears1,6−10,47

however it has not been investigated in detail for other taxa, especially invertebrates. The48

acoustically communicating katydids, (Orthoptera, Tettigoniidae) also have tympanal ears,49

located within the proximal part of the tibia in their forelegs (see Figure 2a). Each ear is50

endowed with two TMs, recognised as the anterior tympanic membrane (ATM) and the pos-51

terior tympanic membrane (PTM). Unlike most mammalian ears, for katydids the incident52

pressure waves act on both the external and internal surfaces of the TM11,12, so that the53

TM function as pressure-difference receivers13.54

The external input is through the tympanal slits located on the tibiae of the katydid55

(Figure 2c,d), and the internal acoustic input is through a tracheal tube (or ear-canal),56

the acoustic trachea (AT) (Figure 2b), which is derived from the respiratory system of57

the insect13−15. The acoustic tracheal system starts at an opening located on the side of58

the thorax of the insect called the acoustic (auditory) spiracle, and runs from the spiracle59

through the foreleg towards the tibia16. In many katydid species, the AT is shaped as an60

exponential horn: it is comprised of a bulla (see Figure 2b and 2e) at the spiracular end which61
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is connected to a narrow tube of almost uniform radius14. Adjacent to the terminating end of62

the tube, located at the proximal part of the fore tibia, lies a collection of mechanoreceptors63

termed the crista acoustica (CA)17, which are connected to the TM at the dorsal wall (see64

Figure 2d). Hence, for katydids the sound wave is transmitted directly from the TM to the65

mechanoreceptors.66

It is generally accepted that for katydid species with large auditory spiracles, the main67

input of sound is the acoustic tracheal system18−20. As the sound enters the tracheal tube68

through the spiracle, it is enhanced as it is transferred to the internal side of the TM15,21.69

This enhancement was first investigated by Michelsen et al.15, where two species of the genus70

Poecilimon with different sizes of acoustic spiracle and trachea were used to determine the71

role of these dimensions on pressure gain, finding that in the species with the larger acoustic72

spiracle the magnitude of the gain was much larger. Further, in the katydid Copiphora73

gorgonensis (Conocephalinae, Copiphorini), for a sound stimulus in the frequency range 23-74

50 kHz, a pressure gain up to 15 dB has been recorded during internal sound transmission22.75

There are two main theories related to the acoustical characteristics of the AT, which are76

both tied to its complex geometry11−15,22. The exponential horn theory claims that the AT77

functions as an exponential horn, which leads to the observed pressure gain of the sound78

arriving internally. The resonator theory23 on the other hand, claims that the AT has a79

resonant frequency that depends on its length. Once the incident wave travels down the AT80

however, in both the theories the fraction of the transmitted power to the CA would depend81

on the TM impedance.82
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Despite the important function of the TM, there are a limited number of studies on the83

workings of the TM in katydid ears. Oldfield24,25, after conducting experiments by removing84

the ATM for recording the tuning or the intensity-response characteristics of individual85

auditory fibres, claimed that the resonant properties of the TM were not responsible for86

the tuning of the auditory receptors. This claim, however, was contradicted by Kalmring et87

al.26 and Ross et al.27. Kalmring et al.26 carried out experiments on insects with very thick88

TM (Polysarcus denticauda), and comparing their recordings to existing data on Tettigoniids89

with thin TM, they concluded that since the dorsal wall of the AT is directly connected with90

both TM, the membranes can be an important link in the transfer of energy to the auditory91

sensilla of the CA regardless of its thickness. Further, they commented that removing the92

TM would open the tracheal branches of the receptor organs to the outside air space, which93

could prevent energy transfer to the receptors.94

The workings of the TM was investigated by Nowotny et al.28 for the katydid species95

Mecopoda elongata, by analysing the sound-induced vibration pattern of the ATM using a96

laser-Doppler-Vibrometer (LDV) microscope system. In this study, it was concluded that97

the higher mode in the vibration pattern may depend on the mechanical impedance of the98

tympanum plate, which quantifies how much a structure can resist motion if it is subjected99

to a harmonic force, rather than the acoustic characteristics of the tracheal space below the100

tympanum.101

A numerical investigation of the mechanical processes involved in sound propagation in102

the AT of the katydid C. gorgonensis was also carried out by Celiker et al., 202029. After103

conducting a model sensitivity analysis which took into account the acoustic impedance of104
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the TM, it was concluded that even though the AT geometry was the major factor in the105

observed pressure gain, the TM acoustic impedance also played a role in this.106

In this study we further numerically investigate the surface normal acoustic impedance107

of the TM of C. gorgonensis using the precise 3D geometry of the AT that is obtained108

from micro-computed tomography (µ-CT) and 3D reconstruction (see Figure 2e). For the109

remainder of the paper, we refer to the acoustic impedance when impedance is mentioned.110

With the use of the obtained TM impedance results, we also calculate the values ofR and T .111

These values have so far not been determined but will provide an important basis for further112

studies on the mechano-acoustic system of katydids, since they provide information about113

the power intensity entering the CA. Due to the analogy between katydid and mammalian114

ears3, this in turn can also serve to further understand and model the mammalian hearing115

system. The impedance results also have an important application in obtaining realistic116

models with accurate mechanical parameters for simulating sound propagation in the AT.117

Based on our numerical results for the surface normal impedance, R and T , we test118

our hypothesis that the transmission power from the TM is optimal at the C. gorgonensis119

calling song frequency, which is 23 kHz, and we discuss the general frequency-dependent120

transmission power to the CA through the TM.121
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II. MATERIALS AND METHODS122

A. Experimental animals123

For the conducted experiments and numerical simulations, three specimens (one male,124

two females) of the katydid species C. gorgonensis were used, which are endemic to the125

island of Gorgona, Colombia. Collected as nymphs, the specimens were kept in cages at126

25 ◦C, a light/dark cycle of 11/13 h and 70% relative humidity. Their diet during this127

captivity consisted of a mix of pollen, dry cat food and water.128

Once the specimens reached adulthood, they were used for various LDV experiments,129

for instance in the experiment described in Section II B and in Jonsson et al., 201622, and130

generally survived these experiments. Upon their natural death, the specimen’s body were131

preserved in Bouin’s solution. The same number of specimens were used for 3D µ−CT132

scanning as described in Section II C.133

B. Experimental Set-up134

Apparatus and calibration135

The preparation was positioned on a Melles Griot Optical Table Breadboard, Pneumatic136

Vibration Isolation (1m × 1m area) (Melles Griot, Rochester, NY), along with the LDV vi-137

brometer (Polytec PSV-500-F; Waldbronn, Germany). A loudspeaker (Ultrasonic Dynamic138

Speaker Vifa; Avisoft Bioacoustics) with a custom-designed plastic probe adapter, was po-139

sitioned at 2 mm away from the spiracle ipsilateral to the ear examined (see Figure 1). This140
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FIG. 1. The experimental procedure for obtaining the pressure recording on the tympanic mem-

brane. An isolating panel is used to ensure the sound stimulus reaches the tympanic membrane

only from the acoustic trachea.

procedure has been described in detail in Jonsson et al., 201622 and Montealegre-Z et al.,141

201222. The probe speaker made it difficult to flatten the spectrum, therefore sound was de-142

livered uncorrected and pressure was measured using a 1/8” precision pressure microphone143

(Brüel & Kjær, 4138; Nærum, Denmark) and a preamplifier (Brüel & Kjær, 2633), placed at144

2 mm away from the probe tip. The microphone’s sensitivity was calibrated using a sound145

level calibrator (Brüel & Kjær, 4231).146

Acoustic stimulation and vibration recordings147

The TM was acoustically stimulated via the AT only, using a probe loudspeaker and a148

platform that allows the isolation and control of external and internal ear inputs22,3. In this149
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case sound was delivered to the acoustic spiracle only using the probe speaker, preventing150

any external sound pressure from reaching the TM or the leg cuticle (see Figure 1).151

The stimulus consisted of periodic chirps with a changing frequency covering the interval152

5-50 kHz, and the overall duration of a full chirp was 32 miliseconds, with a resolution of 1.95153

µs. A ramp was not used for the periodic chirps. The stimulus chirps were generated from154

the Polytec software (PSV 9.2), passed to an amplifier (A-400, Pioneer, Kawasaki, Japan),155

and sent to the loudspeaker. The vibration velocity of the TM was measured using the LDV156

with a PSV-A-410 close-up unit. The mechanical responses were analysed by simultaneously157

recording the vibration velocity of the TM, and the sound stimulus measured at the auditory158

spiracle. The tympanal slits of the specimens were left intact, leaving only a narrow slit to159

focus the laser beam on the tympanal surface. Therefore, the entire TM could not be160

scanned, instead the laser scanner LDV was operated to record vibrations using a single-161

shot mode. The data thus collected enabled us to calculate magnitude/frequency transfer162

functions of the tympanal response when the ear was stimulated only through using the AT163

path.164

Transfer functions were computed directly in the polytec software, which employs the165

formula166

H(f) =
Y (f)

X(f)
,

where H(f) = transfer function, Y (f) = output of the system in the frequency domain and167

X(f) = input of the system in the frequency domain. Since the probe speaker was put 2 mm168

away from the spiracle, this gave us some space to place the 1/8 microphone beside the tip169
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of the probe, while leaving enough space for sound to enter the spiracle. We also recorded170

the stimulus separated (as time signal) by putting the microphone 2 mm away from the171

probe speaker tip. We didn’t find any difference in the magnitude and phase using either172

Polytec automatic method, or matlab manual calculations.173

C. µ-CT Description and Segmentation174

X-ray µ-CT and three-dimensional reconstruction was used to obtain the precise AT175

geometry. This was achieved with the use of standard biomedical imaging software, with176

the same precedure as outlined in Jonsson et al., 201622. The animals were euthanised using177

ethyl ethanoate and immediately scanned without any further fixation of tissues. µ-CT178

images were obtained with a Bruker Skyscan 1272 (Bruker microCT, Kontich, Belgium) at179

100 kV, 36 µA with a 0.5 mm thick aluminium filter and between 0.2◦ and 0.4◦ rotation180

steps between images, resulting in a pixel resolution of ≈11 µm. Scan times varied between181

specimens (due to positioning of the animals and the region to be scanned in order to capture182

the entirety of the legs, head and thorax) between 25 and 45 minutes. The 3D reconstruction183

of the AT was carried out with AMIRA (v. 6.7.0, Thermo Fisher Scientific) and exported184

as STL files, which were further processed after being imported into Comsol Multiphysics185

(v 5.5, Comsol, Inc., Burlington, MA, USA).186
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D. Impedance Calculation187

For calculating the surface normal impedance, we applied the formula30
188

〈Zn〉TM =
〈p〉TM
〈un〉TM

, (1)

where 〈·〉TM denotes the ensemble average on TM, p = p(x;ω) is the harmonic pressure at189

the point x= {x1, x2, x3} and the angular frequency ω, and un(x;ω) = u(x;ω) · n is the dot190

product of the velocity u with the normal vector n to the surface.191

The impedance 〈Zn〉TM is a complex quantity which can be defined as192

〈Zn〉TM = Z1 + jZ2, (2)

where Z1 and Z2 are the resistance and reactance, respectively, and j =
√
−1. Traditionally,193

resistance is defined as the property of the material which opposes the applied pressure,194

whereas reactance is the opposition encountered by the pressure field which is also dependent195

on the frequency of the sound wave5.196

Since the median diameter of the AT is approximately 300 µm22, it is small enough to197

consider only uniform plane waves in the tube. On the basis of this assumption, we obtained198

the average pressure by using experimental pressure data on the TM. The average normal199

velocity has been calculated numerically by simulating the propagation of sound in the 3D200

geometry of the AT as it is not possible to obtain this experimentally. Once the average201

pressure and normal velocity are known, from continuity it follows that the surface normal202

impedance can be obtained by formula (1).203
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FIG. 2. The ear morphology of the katydid Copiphora gorgonensis. (a) A female C. gorgonensis.

(b) Semi-transparent model on the basis of µ-CT data from (a) showing the acoustic tracheae in

red (left AT) and blue (right AT). (c) The magnified left ear from (b) showing the AT and the

tympanal slits. (d) A cross-section of the left ear along the dashed line in (c). (e) FEM model

of a right AT as used in the simulations. A=anterior, AT=acoustic trachea, ATM=anterior tym-

panic membrane, AV=acoustic vesicle, CA=crista acustica, D=distal, Do=dorsal, Po=posterior,

Pr=proximal, PTM=posterior tympanic membrane, V=ventral.

The 3D geometry of the AT used for the simulations is demonstrated in Figure 2e. Due204

to computational difficulties, the narrowing end of the tube is cut off right at the start of205

the TM and an artificial TM is placed at the end of the AT.206
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The mathematical model used for the simulation takes into account the thermal and207

viscous losses encountered in narrow tubes, which lead to the attenuation of the sound208

waves. For the fluid domain (i.e. inside of the gas filled AT) the governing equations are the209

fully linearized Navier-Stokes equation, the continuity equation and the energy conservation210

equation, which are solved in the frequency domain. The properties of the gas inside the211

tube are not precisely known, however it is believed to be mostly air. Hence we have assumed212

that the gas inside the tube is air for the simulations.213

Further, the tracheal wall is known to be made of sclerotised chitin. As reported by214

Vincent and Wegst31, such a structure has Young’s modulus in the range 1-20 GPa and215

density between 1000-1300 kg/m3. With this information, the interaction between the fluid216

and the AT wall can also be accounted for in the model. This is achieved by coupling the217

equations in the fluid domain with the elastic Helmholtz equation, whose solution represents218

the displacements in the wall. The exact values for the material properties of the AT wall219

are not known, however, it has been demonstrated that changes in the Young’s modulus220

and density in the above ranges have no significant effect on the observed pressure gain221

at the TM29. We therefore have chosen the same values as used in Celiker et al., 202029
222

(see Table I for the parameter values used in the mathematical model). As a simplifying223

assumption, we have assumed that the AT wall is built of isotropic, incompressible and224

homogeneous material. The mean AT wall thickness, which has been obtained through µ-225

CT measurements to be 13 µm, is also incorporated into the model. Finally, we assume226

that adiabatic thermal processes are taking place in the system. The described system of227

equations is outlined in the Appendix.228
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For the simulation, a harmonic incident wave is modelled, entering the tube through the229

spiracle. This wave has the magnitude of the sound stimulus used during the experiments230

outlined in Section II B. The frequency of the incident wave is taken to be in the interval231

5-40 kHz with a resolution of 62.5 Hz. At the TM, for the boundary condition we construct a232

linear interpolation function for the frequency dependent pressure magnitude, which contains233

the experimental data obtained on the TM.234

TABLE I. Parameter values used in the mathematical model simulating sound propagation in the

AT.

Parameter Value

AT Wall - Young’s Modulus 1.7 GPa

AT Wall- Poisson’s Ratio 0.3

AT Wall - Density 1300 kg/m3

Mean AT Wall Thickness 13 µm

Equilibrium Temperature 293.15 K

Equilibrium Pressure 1 atm

For the finite-element solution of the obtained system of equations, the mesh is con-235

structed as in Celiker et al., 202029. The maximum element size has been chosen such that236

there are at least 10 finite elements per wavelength. Furthermore, boundary layer elements237

are employed in the vicinity of the AT wall to resolve the thermal and viscous boundary238
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layers formed in the solution near the wall, which lead to thermal and viscous losses. These239

were connected with the AT wall elements of the mixed interpolation of tensorial compo-240

nents type32, which are used for modelling different behaviors of thin structures with various241

stress conditions.242

We request a third-order accurate finite element solution (in the L2-norm) by basing243

the solution on quadratic Lagrange elements33. The system of finite element equations was244

solved by the thermoviscous acoustics-shell interaction module of the commercial software245

Comsol Multiphysics v.5.534.246

The calculation of the normal impedance from equation (1) was also carried out in Com-247

sol Multiphysics, after computing the velocity vector on the TM. The ensemble average,248

〈·〉TM , was obtained by a fourth-order integration approximation over the artificial TM, us-249

ing the in-built integration operator. Hence for calculating the numerator of equation (1),250

experimentally obtained pressure recordings on the TM were averaged using this operator.251

Likewise for the denominator of equation (1), the integration operator was applied after252

taking the dot product of the calculated velocity vector on the TM with the normal vector253

to the TM, where the normal vector was obtained precisely using Comsol Multiphysics.254

To compute the reflection coefficient R we use the formula4,5
255

R =
〈Zn〉TM/Z0 − 1

〈Zn〉TM/Z0 + 1
, (3)

where Z0 = ρc is the average characteristic impedance of a cross-sectional area of the tube,256

ρ and c are air density and speed of sound in air, respectively. Hence for the characteristic257

impedance we make the simplifying assumption that there are no losses in the tube.258
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From formula (3), the power reflectance is calculated as5259

R = |R|2, (4)

from which the percentage of the power magnitude that’s reflected at the TM (100×R%)260

can be calculated.261

Using equation (4), we also calculate the power transmittance T through the TM by262

using the relation5
263

1 = R+ T . (5)

III. RESULTS264

The surface normal impedance 〈Zn〉TM , for the TM of one male and two female C.265

gorgonensis has been calculated as described in Section II D.266

The results obtained for the mean and standard deviation (SD) of the resistance and267

reactance of the TM impedance for three C. gorgonensis specimens (one male, two females),268

in the frequency range 5-40 kHz are presented in Figure 3. From Figure 3, it can be observed269

that both the resistance and reactance have the highest magnitude at 5 kHz. Using the270

notation from equation (2), mean Z1=1130.3 (± 833 SD) Pa·s/m at in the left trachea and271

Z1=1399.2 (± 451 SD) Pa·s/m in the right trachea. These values also peak around 20 kHz,272

where mean Z1=849.7 (±660.42 SD) Pa·s/m at 20.625 kHz in the left trachea and mean273

Z1=1153.67 (± 923.68) Pa·s/m at 19.938 kHz in the right trachea.274

The experimental data for the TM acoustic impedance of C. gorgonensis (or other katydid275

species) is not available in the literature. Hence, we have used the response of the TM276
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FIG. 3. The resistance and reactance. The resistance (real part) of the calculated surface normal

impedance for the tympanic membrane in the (a) left trachea and the (b) right trachea. The

reactance (imaginary part) in the (c) left trachea and the (d) right trachea of the calculated

surface normal impedance. The black curves represent the mean obtained from one male and two

female specimens, and the shaded areas refer to the standard deviation.

obtained with the laser as displacement per unit pressure, described in Section II B, to277

verify our results by simulating the propagation of sound in the AT with the calculated278

impedance values. The obtained numerical sound pressure level (SPL) results on the TM are279

then compared to the experimental data. The mean and SD of the absolute error between280

the experimental and numerical results are presented in Figure 4. The mean maximum281

differences between the experimental and numerical results are 7.7147 dB and 6.858 dB on282

the TM of the left and right AT, respectively, which demonstrate the high-accuracy of the283

results.284
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FIG. 4. The absolute error. The absolute error between the experimental and numerical results

from (a) the left trachea and (b) the right trachea. The black curves represent the mean obtained

from one male and two female specimens, and the shaded areas refer to the standard deviation.

With the use of the calculated impedance values, the magnitudes of the power reflectance285

R and the power transmittance T have also been calculated by formulae (4) and (5), re-286

spectively for each specimen, and converted to percentages (see Figures 5 and 6). From the287

obtained results, at the lower frequencies 5−10 kHz there is no specific correlation between288

frequency and reflectance/transmittance. The largest transmission appears to be around289

the resonant frequency of 23 kHz, with a mean transmission of 40% − 90% for 19.8−23.19290

kHz in the left AT and 47% − 78% for 18.5−24.625 kHz in the right AT. An increase in291

the mean transmission was also observed in the interval 37-40 kHz, where the maximum292

mean transmission in this interval was 56.7 % at 39.7 kHz in the left AT and 54.2 % at 37293
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FIG. 5. Power reflectance percentage from the tympanic membrane. The percentage of power

reflectance R from the left trachea (panels (a), (c) and (e)) and the right trachea (panels (b), (d)

and (f)), for two female (F1 and F2) and one male (M1) specimens.

kHz in the right AT. For the remainder of the frequency interval, there is a uniform rate of294

mean reflection and transmission of approximately 70% to 30%, respectively. Our results295

support our hypothesis that for the katydid species C. gorgonensis, optimal transmittance296

is obtained at the calling frequency.297

IV. DISCUSSION298

In this study, we set out to calculate the impedance of the TM for the katydid C. gor-299

gonensis on the basis of real-life experiments coupled with finite-element simulations of300

sound propagation in the AT. Using the sound pressure measurements obtained experimen-301

tally on the TM, a coupled system of equations is solved in the constructed 3D AT geometry302
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FIG. 6. Power transmittance percentage from the tympanic membrane. The percentage of power

transmittance T from the left trachea (panels (a), (c) and (e)) and the right trachea (panels (b),

(d) and (f)), for two female (F1 and F2) and one male (M1) specimens.

accounting for the thermal and viscous losses in the tube, as well as the interaction of the303

gas inside the tube with the elastic wall of the AT.304

The results we present are based on the mean and SD of three specimens (one male, two305

females), and hence three left AT and three right AT. For the frequency range 5-40 kHz,306

our results show that the real and imaginary parts of the TM normal impedance have the307

largest magnitudes around 5 kHz (see Figure 3). For 7-40 kHz, the mean magnitude is about308

50-250 Pa·s/m for both the resistance and reactance, with the exception of around 20 kHz309

where they show a secondary peak (Figure 3).310

For mammals and some non-mammalian tetrapods alike, for the largest transmission311

of the sound wave from the ear-canal, there should be an impedance match between the312

TM impedance (terminating impedance of the tube) and the frequency-independent char-313
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acteristic impedance of the ear-canal. By definition, the power reflectance demonstrated in314

Figure 5 shows the percentage of the impedance mismatch between the TM surface normal315

impedance 〈Zn〉TM and the AT characteristic impedance Z0 for C. gorgonensis, from which316

it can be inferred that the smallest rate of power reflection is around 23 kHz. By formula317

(5), this means that the largest power transmission is around this frequency (see Figure 6).318

The frequency 23 kHz is significant for C. gorgonensis since it is the intra-specific fre-319

quency for the species’ social communication and mating calls22. From R and T it can be320

easily calculated that around 23 kHz the reflected wave magnitude is very small (a mean321

value of 17% at 21.8 kHz in the left AT and 20% at 21.6 kHz in the right AT), and thus322

the transmission magnitude of the wave to the CA is around 80%, compared to the ap-323

proximately 30% transmission of the sound waves in the remainder of the range 7-37 kHz.324

The transmission also peaks in the interval 37-40 kHz, however the mean transmission in325

this interval remains less than 60% for both the left and right AT, suggesting that C. gor-326

gonensis is more sensitive to sound at 23 kHz. Hence, the obtained results indicate that327

our hypothesis, which states that for C. gorgonensis there is a higher transmission from the328

TM at their calling frequency of 23 kHz, holds true. To test if this conclusion also holds for329

different katydid species, we will conduct a species comparison study to investigate whether330

the power transmittance of signals from the AT are likewise optimal at frequencies that are331

important for the survival of the species in question.332

From Figures 5 and 6, it can also be observed that even though there is consistently333

optimal transmission at the C. gorgonensis calling frequency, in the neighbouring frequency334

band (15-25 kHz) the reflectance and trasmission is varying independently of frequency.335
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Since there might be no requirement for this species to exhibit high accuracy or mechanical336

acuity in the periphery for their survival, the variability of the data could be attributed to337

the hearing system being less developed for frequency determination or discrimination at338

frequencies outside of their calling song range. Another factor leading to the difference in339

transmittance can also be attributed to the inherent variability of biological systems due to340

developmental factors such as size, age and sex, which would require a larger sample size for341

further investigation.342

However, we approach the physical interpretations of the results very cautiously since the343

calculations are based on the tracheal input (the main sound input for this species), and the344

model does not account for the mechanical properties of the part of the ear located adjacent345

to the TM. Nevertheless, as demonstrated in Figure 4, the numerical results for impedance346

give a good approximation for the sound pressure magnitude on the TM and are effective347

for simulating the propagation of sound in the AT. In addition, knowledge about the TM348

acoustic impedance enables to model the sound behaviour in the CA more accurately and349

separetely from the remainder of the ear, as the power intensity of the vibrational stimulus350

entering this chamber can be obtained from the transmittance.351

The acoustic impedance of the TM and ear-canal has also been a topic of interest for the352

mammalian ear1,6−10 since it provides significant information about the power transmission353

into the middle ear. However, as there is no technique for measuring the average veloc-354

ity directly on the TM6 in many studies, especially those investigating mammalian hearing,355

indirect methods have been used for calculating the acoustic impedance. Some of these indi-356

rect methods include using sound wave reflection measurements to obtain the impedance by357
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taking recordings of the pressure reflectance magnitude at a certain distance from the TM7,358

or applying numerical methods that would only require the pressure magnitude obtained at359

different locations along the ear-canal6. However, as stated by Voss and Allen7, many of360

these studies faced the following problems:361

1. unknown canal length from the measurement point to the TM,362

2. cross-sectional area changes in the canal as a function of distance,363

3. complicated geometry of the TM.364

Another challenge to the numerical methods for calculating the TM impedance was taking365

into account the thermal and viscous losses in the system6,8. As our solutions use the three-366

dimensional (3D) geometry of the AT obtained through µ-CT, we largely overcome the367

issues related to the complex geometry of the AT. Using the sound pressure measurements368

obtained experimentally on the TM has also enabled us to avoid the issue of the unknown369

measurement point from the TM in the ear-canal. Moreover, our mathematical model takes370

into account the thermal and viscous losses in the AT.371

However, some simplifications had to be made to the TM geometry due to computational372

requirements. Constructing a stable finite-element mesh at the distal and narrowing end of373

the AT was problematic, and hence to overcome this, we cut off the part of the AT right at374

the start of the TM and constructed an artificial TM at the end of the tube. Since the AT375

median radius is 150 µm22, the tube is narrow enough to consider only uniform plane waves.376

The sound field in the AT was also numerically demonstrated to be longitudional standing377

waves by Celiker et al.29. Hence, by the continuity of the system and on the assumption378
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that the sound wave inside the AT is a longitudional wave, the use of an artificial TM placed379

exactly at the first point of contact of the incident wave with the actual TM will not lead380

to significant discrepancies in the results.381

On the assumption that the ear-canal geometry is known, for instance through a medical382

CT of the head, the coupled system of equations used in this paper can also be applied for383

the numerical calculation of the mammalian TM impedance, which will reduce the problems384

related to the losses in the tube, as well as having to take sound pressure recordings at385

potentially hard to locate positions along the ear-canal.386
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APPENDIX: THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL398

Let Ω denote the AT of C. gorgonensis, such that Ωf is the inside of the AT (the fluid399

domain), Ωs is the wall of the AT (the solid domain), and γ = Ωs ∩Ωf . Further, γ1 denotes400

the acoustic spiracle, γ2 is the artificial tympanic membrane and γ3 is the outer boundary401

of Ωs so that Ω = Ωf ∪ Ωs ∪ (∪3i=1γi).402

The following system of equations is considered on Ω.403

0 = iωρ+∇ · (ρ0uf ) on Ωf , (A.1)

iωρuf = ∇ ·
[
−pI + µ(∇uf + (∇uf )T )− (

2µ

3
− µB)(∇uf )I

]
on Ωf , (A.2)

T =
α0T0
ρ0Cp

p on Ωf , (A.3)

ρ = ρ0(βTp− α0T ) on Ωf , (A.4)

p = p0 on γ1, (A.5)

−p0n =

[
−pI + µ(∇uf + (∇uf )T )− (

2µ

3
− µB)(∇uf )I

]
n on γ1, (A.6)

p = L(ω/2π) on γ2, (A.7)

−L(ω/2π)n =

[
−pI + µ(∇uf + (∇uf )T )− (

2µ

3
− µB)(∇uf )I

]
n on γ2, (A.8)

0 = −ρsω2Us −∇ · σ(Us) on Ωs, (A.9)

0 = σij · nj, i, j = 1, 2, 3 on γ3, (A.10)

uf = iωUs on γ, (A.11)

0 = −n · (−k∇T ) on γ. (A.12)
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On Ωf , equations (A.1)-(A.4) are the continuity equation, the linearized Navier-Stokes404

equations, the energy equation and the linearized equation of state, respectively; ω = angular405

frequency; ρ = density; ρ0(p0, T0) = equilibrium density; µ = dynamic viscosity; µB = bulk406

viscosity; Cp = heat capacity at constant pressure; T0 = equilibrium temperature; p0 =407

equilibrium pressure; I = identity matrix; α0 = coefficient of thermal expansion and βT=408

the isothermal compressibility obtained from the speed of sound in the considered fluid. The409

dependent variables are p = pressure, uf = velocity and T = temperature. The values of410

ρ0, µ, µb, Cp, α0 and βT are taken as properties of air at 20 ◦C.411

For the boundary conditions (A.5)-(A.8), p0 is the amplitude of the sound wave entering412

the AT from γ1, and on γ2 we apply L(ω/2π) which is a linear interpolation function giving413

the pressure magnitude recorded on the TM experimentally at the input frequency.414

The elastic Helmholtz equation (A.9) is applied on Ωs, where ρs = wall density, σij =415

E
1+ν

εij + Eν
(1+ν)(1−2ν)

εkkδij, i, j = 1, 2, 3, E = Young’s modulus; ν = Poisson’s ratio, 0 <416

ν < 1/2; εij = 1
2

(
∂Usi

∂xj
+

∂Usj

∂xi

)
the strain tensor and δij the Kronecker-delta function. The417

dependent variable Us represents the displacement vector of the wall. By the boundary418

condition (A.10), no external stress is applied on γ3.419

Finally the fluid and solid systems are coupled on γ by equations (A.11), (A.12), where420

k = thermal conductivity and the complex number i =
√
−1.421
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